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The Clear-Sky Unpolarized Forward Model for the
EOS Aura Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS)
William G. Read, Zvi Shippony, Michael J. Schwartz, Nathaniel J. Livesey, and W. Van Snyder

Abstract— This paper describes the Earth Observing System
(EOS) Aura Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) forward model
for a clear sky atmosphere emitting unpolarized radiation. This
model is used for the majority of the EOS MLS radiance
calculations. The orbital and viewing geometry of MLS on Aura is
such that a two dimensional (vertical and line-of-sight, horizontal)
forward model provides the most accurate basis for the inversion
performed in retrievals. The model consists of atmospheric
radiative transfer convolved with the instrumental field of view
and the spectral response. An additional model relating the
pointing heights supplied by the Aura satellite operations and
MLS scan pointing encoders to the limb tangent pressure and
atmospheric temperature is described. The analytic computation
of Jacobians needed for retrievals is given.

Index Terms— Radiative Transfer, Spectroscopy, EOS Aura,
MLS

I. INTRODUCTION

The Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) [1], [2] is one of
four instruments on the Earth Observing System (EOS) Aura
satellite that was launched into a near polar low Earth orbit
on 15 July 2004. The Aura mission objective is to study
the Earth’s ozone, air quality, and climate [2]. EOS MLS
contributes to this objective by measuring temperature, several
key molecules: O3, H2O, BrO, CH3CN, ClO, CO, HCl, HCN,
HNO3, HO2, HOCl, N2O, OH, SO2, and ice water content
(IWC) of clouds.

EOS MLS measures atmospheric thermal emission signals
at targeted frequencies spanning 118–2500 GHz (2500–120
µm wavelengths). The instrument contains double sideband
heterodyne radiometers, except for the 118 GHz radiometer
which only receives the lower frequency sideband. The details
of the radiometric measurement are given [3]. The spectral
coverage of all the MLS bands is shown in Fig. 1. The
radiometers and bands are deployed to optimize measurements
of the targeted constituents [2].

Aura is in a sun-synchronous polar orbit (98.14◦ inclination
at 705 km). The forward viewing geometry of EOS MLS
gives measurements from 82◦S to 82◦N. Vertical profiles of
spectra are measured through separate GHz and THz optics
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which perform independent limb scans. A complete vertical
scan takes 24.7 seconds and there are 240 scans per orbit
giving ∼3500 scans per day. The limb tangents of the GHz
and THz scans proceed from near the surface to 95 km in
a continuous movement with measurements taken every 1/6
second. The upward scan movement largely compensates for
the satellite forward motion and results in a nearly vertical
locus of the tangent point during the scan as shown in Fig. 1
of [4]. EOS MLS makes a limb scan every 1.5◦ of great circle
arc. A radiance limb ray whose tangent height is 20 km is
below 80 km (i.e., within the region of the atmosphere targeted
by MLS) for 16◦ great circle arc. Accordingly, the horizontal
(great circle arc) extent of an individual limb ray is observed
by several consecutive radiance scans. Taking advantage of the
forward looking geometry and simultaneously retrieving many
atmospheric profiles from a consecutive series of radiance
scans, the full impact of vertical and horizontal gradients is
accurately accounted for [5].

This paper describes the EOS MLS forward model that is
used to retrieve constituents [4] from the measured emission.
Extensions of the model to include cloud effects and polarized
mesospheric O2 emission are in [6] and [7], respectively. The
EOS MLS forward model is the two dimensional extension
of the forward model used for the Upper Atmosphere Re-
search Satellite (UARS) [1], [8], [9], [10], [11]. Similar two
dimensional radiative transfer models exist that are described
in [12], [13], [14], [15], and [16]. The EOS MLS forward
model in addition to computing radiances for an atmosphere
with horizontal gradients also includes analytical computation
of 2D Jacobians for temperature, concentrations and spectral
parameters such as line width; however, it is noted that
analytical calculation of Jacobians is a feature of other forward
models [12], [13], [14]. The EOS MLS forward model is
designed for direct interface to the EOS MLS geophysical
parameter retrievals (Level 2) [4]. The forward model has an
additional scan residual model that computes the GHz and
THz limb tangent heights from their limb tangent pressures.

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the EOS MLS forward model
where each oval shows the section in the paper describing each
operation and the rectangular boxes show the data required for
or produced from that operation. The radiance forward model
performs the following calculations.

1) Ray Tracing evaluates the atmospheric state (height,
pressure, temperature, molecular compositions and vol-
ume mixing ratio (VMR)) along the limb line-of-sight
(LOS).

2) Cross Section Calculation computes the absorption cross
sections along the LOS for the pre-defined frequency
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Fig. 1. Spectral regions measured by EOS MLS and calculated atmospheric signals at three limb tangent pressures. The intermediate frequency scale is
relative to the local oscillator (LO) frequency and includes signals above and below the LO frequency except R1A and R1B, which only receives frequencies
below the LO.

grid.
3) Radiative Transfer calculates the monochromatic, single

ray radiances for these frequencies.
4) Channel Radiance convolves these radiances with the

MLS spectral responses to give radiances in EOS MLS
spectral channels.

5) Antenna Radiance convolves these channel radiances
with the MLS antenna FOV.

6) Combine Sidebands sums the antenna radiances
weighted by their upper and lower sideband fractions.

7) Scan Motion Radiance accounts for the vertical smooth-
ing due to the continuous movement of the antenna. This
effect is neglected in the current version (v1.51) but will
be added in future versions.

8) Add Baseline adds a spectrally invariant offset to the
radiance.

9) Scan Residual Model computes the height of the GHz
or THz limb tangent pressure derived from hydrostatic
balance.

II. MEASUREMENT DEFINITIONS

A. EOS MLS Calibrated Radiance
Level 1 data processing [3] produces radiances from raw

instrument data (Level 0), defined by,
(•

I (x)− Ibl

)
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(1)

where
(•

I (x)− Ibl
)

R,c
is the radiance incident upon the switching

mirror, corrected for a “spectral baseline” determined
from a combination of modeled extraneous antenna
effects [17] and views of ‘cold space’ through the
antenna [3].

x is the state vector, describing vertical profiles of at-
mospheric temperature and composition, along with
tangent pressure, measurement track tangent angle,
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Fig. 2. EOS MLS forward model schematic.

and baseline. It is the value of x that is produced by
Level 2 [4].

BLR,t is a radiometer and tangent height dependent additive
baseline that is retrieved [4].

ru,R,c is the upper sideband relative response.
rl,R,c is the lower sideband relative response.
νlo,R is the local oscillator (LO) frequency.
I (ν,x(Ω)) is the monochromatic, single ray limb radiance.
ΦR,c (ν) is the instrument spectral response.
G(Ω,Ωt (t) ,ν) is the antenna FOV.
ν is frequency.
Ω is the pointing solid angle of the limb radiance LOS.
Ωt (t) is the FOV direction that varies with time during the

measurement.
t is time.
ΩA is that portion of solid angle for which the antenna

FOV is measured.
The integrals in the denominator of (1) are normalizations
of the instrument response functions. The integrated antenna

gain over ΩA (∼0.4 sterad) is slightly less than 4π where
R

4π G(Ω,Ωt (t) ,ν)dΩ = 4π. A correction for the radiance
outside ∼ 0.4 sterad is included in Ibl [17]. Quantities that
are sideband, radiometer, channel, and FOV pointing direction
dependent are designated with subscripts, s = u or l, for
sideband; R = R1A, R1B, R2, R3, R4, R5H, or R5V for
radiometer; c for channel; and t for limb tangent height.

The sideband fractions ru,R,c and rl,R,c describe the ra-
diometer’s relative response in its upper and lower sidebands,
and include signal loss through the antenna system as a
consequence of scattering, spill-over, and absorption [17]. The
sideband fractions ru,R,c and rl,R,c are given by

ru,R,c = ηA
u,R,cρA
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l,R,cr′′l,R,c
ηA

u,R,cr′′u,R,c +ηA
l,R,cr′′l,R,c

,

r′′u,R,c =

R ∞
νlo,R

ΦR,c (ν)dν
R ∞
−∞ ΦR,c (ν)dν

,

r′′l,R,c =

R νlo,R
−∞ ΦR,c (ν)dν
R ∞
−∞ ΦR,c (ν)dν

,

(2)

where ηA
l,R,c and ηA

u,R,c are the antenna efficiencies for the
lower and upper frequency sidebands, and ρA

R (same for both
sidebands) is the product of the reflectivities of the antenna
system. The spectral response function, ΦR,c, has responses at
frequencies above and below the LO frequency. The 118 GHz
radiometer is an exception having a response only in the lower
sideband. The switching mirror for the terahertz instrument is
in front of its antenna, and thus its losses are calibrated out
[18], giving ru,R,c = r′′u,R,c, rl,R,c = r′′l,R,c, and Ibl = 0.

B. Level 1 GHz and THz Tangent Angles and Heights
The Aura flight operations team provides the spacecraft

location, attitude and velocity. The EOS MLS GHz antenna
and THz switching mirror encoders give the angular positions
of their FOV directions. From these, the limb tangent angles
along the measurement great circle arc and tangent heights
of the GHz and THz FOV directions are determined. The
measurement track tangent angle are used by the ray tracing
calculation. The spacecraft velocity projected onto the ray
traced LOS is used for Doppler shifting the molecular lines
measured by EOS MLS. The height measurements (Level 1
GHz and THz pointing tangent heights) are used in the scan
residual model to retrieve tangent pressure and temperature as
described Section III-E of [4].

C. State Vector
The state vector x consists of the independent variables

being retrieved. It is composed of two variable types, ~xt , and
f. The variable type,~xt , consists of quantities that are retrieved
for every MLS 1/6 second measurement, for example the
limb tangent pressure, and BLR,t in (1). The second variable
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type, the representation state vector, f, has values at specified
pressures and measurement track angles. Temperature and
molecular composition are components of f.

III. ATMOSPHERIC REPRESENTATION

The atmosphere is represented by a series of vertical pro-
files along the measurement track. The measurement track
coordinate is φ, the geodetic great circle angle along the
measurement track, between the equator and the location of
the vertical profile. The vertical coordinate of the profiles is
ζ = − log(P) where P is atmospheric pressure in hPa. The
EOS MLS atmospheric representation for the kth state vector
component are functions of the form

fk (ζ,φ) =
NHk

∑
l

NPk

∑
m

f k
lmηk

l (ζ)ηk
m (φ) , (3)

and

fk (ζ,φ) = exp
[

NHk

∑
l

NPk

∑
m

ln f k
lmηk

l (ζ)ηk
m (φ)

]

, (4)

where fk (ζ,φ) is the continuous representation, f k
lm are its

values at breakpoints l and m, each representing a verti-
cal and angular value, NHk and NPk are the total number
of vertical and angular breakpoints respectively. The linear
function (3) is used for all species except H2O because it
permits retrieved profile fluctuations about zero concentration
which is needed in order to not introduce a positive bias
in averages of individual measurements with low signal-to-
noise. The logarithmic function, (4), is used for H2O because
the exponential shape more closely models its steep vertical
gradient in the troposphere and the H2O signal-to-noise is very
high. The functions ηk

l (ζ) and ηk
m (φ), represent a piecewise-

linear interpolation.
The v1.51 EOS MLS constituent curtain consists of profiles

having 6 vertical breakpoints every decade change in pressure
from 103–10−1 hPa and 3 levels per decade change in pressure
from 10−1–10−5 hPa, separated every 1.5◦ along the measure-
ment track angle [4].

IV. RAY TRACING

The first task in the radiative transfer calculation is deter-
mining the atmospheric state at selected points along the MLS
LOS. These points serve as the quadrature for solving the
radiative transfer equation. Figure 3 shows one ray. This ray
is shown in the LOS frame (LOSF) coordinate system. The
x-y axes of the LOSF are the Aura orbital plane (neglecting
small instrument pointing misalignments). The Earth geoid is
a surface of constant geopotential (62.63681 km2 sec−2 [19]).
The LOS ray, s, is characterized by its tangent pressure, ζt ,
and tangent geodetic angle along the measurement track great
circle arc, φt . Both the tangent pressure and tangent geodetic
angle include the effect of refractive bending. The height, ht
is dependent on the tangent pressure according to hydrostatic
balance. The tangent pressure is the point on s whose height
is both normal to the Earth geoid and s. The tangent pressure
and tangent geodetic angle provide the vertical and horizontal

s

so

sMLS

ht (ζt)

Rt

R⊕ Rs
φt

εtεR

unrefracted ray
refracted ray

Earth geoid

Fig. 3. Variables used in relation to the Earth geoid projected onto the
measurement track angle line of sight frame (LOSF).

location from which to evaluate the atmospheric state along
the ray trace.

The breakpoint pressures of the piecewise-linear representa-
tion determine where the atmospheric state is evaluated along
s. These pressures also establish the tangent heights of the
LOS rays to be computed. We double the number of grid
points in the troposphere and lower stratosphere to more
accurately account for vertical structure. This is the preselected
integration grid (PSIG), which is used for solving the radiative
transfer equation.

A. Hydrostatic Model
The atmosphere is assumed to be in hydrostatic balance

which allows calculation of heights from pressure and tem-
perature according to [8]

h
(

ζ,φT
m
)

=
go

?
R

2
o

go
?
Ro −k ln10∑NHT

l ∑NPT
m
(

f T
lmηT

m (φT
m)Pl

)

−
?

R⊕, (5)

where k, is the Boltzmann constant, Pl is the integral

Pl =

Z ζ

ζo

ηT
l (ζ)

M (ζ)
dζ, (6)

M is mean molecular mass, ζo is the negative logarithm of
pressure at height ho, go is the gravitational acceleration at ho,
?

R⊕ is the effective Earth radius and
?
Ro=

?

R⊕ +ho. Expressions
for go and

?

R⊕ are given in [8] and [20]. Equation (5) embeds
the piecewise-linear temperature function into the hydrostatic
calculation. A two dimensional (angle and pressure) array of
heights are produced from (5) at the temperature measure-
ment track angles and the PSIG pressures. Using an iterative
procedure described in [8], the LOS angles corresponding to
the PSIG pressures and the FOV direction measurement track
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tangent angle are determined. The atmospheric constituent
values along the LOS are readily evaluated with (3) or (4).

The temperature Jacobian of (5) is

∂h
∂ f T

lm
=

gok ln10
?
R

2
o ηT

m
(

φT
m
)

Pl
[

go
?
Ro −k ln10∑NTT

l ∑NPT
m
(

f T
lmηT

m (φT
m)Pl

)

]2 , (7)

where the T superscript denotes terms pertaining to the
temperature components of the state vector. The LOS ray
traced ∂R/∂ f T

lm used in the radiative transfer and FOV Jacobian
calculations is interpolated from the ∂h/∂ f T

lms.

V. SPECTROSCOPY

A. Molecules Considered
The EOS MLS bands (see Fig. 1) are affected by signals

from many molecules. Table I lists the molecules including
vibrational states and isotopes whose lines have been scanned
for inclusion in the MLS forward model. Frequencies and
line strengths of these molecules are taken from the JPL
Spectroscopy Catalog [21] or the HITRAN database [22].

B. The EOS MLS Molecular Line Catalog
The EOS MLS molecular line catalog consists of two parts:

1) molecule data and 2) line data. The molecule data includes
the isotopic abundance, mass, partition function values, and
line shape continuum parameters. The isotopic abundances are
based on crustal values of the elements except for 18OO which
is based on atmospheric measurements [23]. The isotopic
abundances are used to scale the molecular concentrations
to its isotopic concentrations. The partition function includes
all known rotation, vibration and electronic energy levels for
the molecule. The continuum parameters are used to model
measured absorption unaccounted for by the line by line
(LBL) model and wing absorption from strong distant lines
that are more simply modeled with a pressure-squared and
frequency-squared continuum function. Continuum absorption
measurements for air and H2O for the 170–260 GHz range are
from [24] and H2O near 2.5 THz are from [25]. Air and H2O
continua for 114–123 GHz and 620–660 GHz are from [26].
In-orbit data are used to characterize the O3 continuum. The
640 GHz (R4) radiometer showed unusually large baseline
signatures in early retrievals, which correlated very well mea-
sured O3 concentrations. These baseline signatures were later
used to infer an O3 continuum function. Adding the in-orbit
derived O3 continuum has significantly reduced the baseline
signatures for R4. This procedure was repeated for R2 and R3.
We have defined a fictitious continuum species, EXTINCTION
that allows Level 2 to retrieve excess absorption [4].

The EOS MLS catalog includes all lines and continua of
N2, O2, H2O, and O3 from 0 to 3 THz having an estimated
strength (line plus continuum) greater than 1 K at their line
centers. Other molecular lines including weaker lines from O2,
H2O, and O3 are individually selected for each EOS MLS band
when its estimated optically thin radiance exceeds a threshold
(1K for R1A, R1B, and R3, 0.5K for R5V and R5H, and
0.05K for R2 and R4). The JPL and HITRAN databases are

searched over the full EOS MLS spectral coverage of a band
or a group of overlapping bands (from the lowest frequency
channel minus one half its band width to the highest frequency
channel plus one half its bandwidth) ± an additional 520 MHz
which is where a Lorentz becomes 1/4 of its maximum at
100 hPa, a rough approximation to where we enter the ν2

continuum limit. Any molecule listed in Table I having a line
inside the frequency window with an estimated strength greater
than that threshold is included in the EOS MLS catalog. The
complete tables are in [8].

C. Cross Sections
The cross section (absorption coefficient divided by mixing

ratio), βk for the kth molecule is given by

βk = βk
LBL +βk

cont (8)

where βk
LBL is the LBL contribution and βk

cont is the continuum
contribution. The expression for the LBL cross section is given
in [8], [7], and [12]. We use a Voigt lineshape with a Van
Vleck-Huber prefactor [12], [27]. Molecular line positions are
pressure shifted and Doppler blue-shifted to account for the
orbital motion.

Derivatives of βk with respect to temperature, line broad-
ening, and line position are needed for computing radiance
Jacobians. Analytic expressions for these are in [8].

VI. RADIATIVE TRANSFER

The unpolarized radiative transfer equation for a non scat-
tering atmosphere in local thermodynamic equilibrium is [28]

dI (ν,x(s))
ds +κ(ν,x(s)) I (ν,x(s)) = κ(ν,x(s))B(ν,x(s)) ,

(9)
where κ(ν,x(s)) = ∑k fkβk is the atmospheric absorption
coefficient and B(ν,x(s)) is the source function. Equation (9)
can be rewritten as [12], and [28]

I (ν,x(sMLS)) = I (ν,x(so))T (ν,x(sMLS))

+

Z sMLS

so
B(ν,x(s))κ(ν,x(s))T (ν,x(s))ds, (10)

where s = so and s = sMLS are the path locations at the top of
the atmosphere and at the EOS MLS respectively (Fig.3) and
T (ν,x(s)) is the atmospheric transmissivity defined as

T (ν,x(s)) = exp
(

−
Z s

so
κ
(

ν,x
(

s′
))

ds′
)

. (11)

Recognizing that dT = −κT ds and integrating by parts (11)
rearranges to

I (ν,x(sMLS)) =

(I (ν,x(so))−B(ν,x(so)))T (ν,x(sMLS))

+B(ν,x(sMLS))−
Z B(ν,x(sMLS))

B(ν,x(so))
T (ν,x(s))dB(ν,x(s)) .

(12)
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TABLE I
MOLECULES WHOSE LINES WERE SCANNED FOR INCLUSION IN THE EOS MLS FORWARD MODEL

79BrO 79BrO(ν1) 81BrO 81BrO(ν1) CH3CN CH3COCH3 CH3Cl CH35
3 Cl CH37

3 Cl CH3OH CO 13CO
C17O C18O OC18O 35ClO 35ClO(ν1) 37ClO 37ClO(ν1) COF2 35ClOO35Cl 35ClOO37Cl 35ClONO2 37ClONO2
H79Br H81Br H35Cl H37Cl D35Cl D37Cl HCN HCN(ν2) H13CN HC15N HCOOH HF

DF H2CO H13
2 CO H2C18O H2O H2O(ν2) H17

2 O H17
2 O(ν2) H18

2 O H18
2 O(ν2) D2O HDO

HDO(ν2) HD17O HD18O H2O2 H32
2 S H32

2 SO4 HNO3 HNO3(ν5) HNO3(ν6) HNO3(ν7) HNO3(ν8) HNO3(ν9)

HO79Br HO81Br HO35Cl HO37Cl HO2 HOONO2 N2 N2O N2O(ν1) N2O(ν2) N2O(2ν2) 15NNO
N15NO N17

2 O N18
2 O NO NO2 O 17O 18O O35ClO O37ClO OC32S OC34S

O13C32S OH 18OH OD O2 O2(ν1) O17O O18O O18O(ν1) 1∆gO2 1∆18
g OO O3

O3(ν1,3) O3(ν2) O3(2ν2) O3(ν1,3 +ν2) O17
2 O O17OO O18

2 O O18
2 O(ν2) O18OO O18OO(ν2) 32SO2 32SO2(ν2)

33SO2 34SO2

A. Discrete Radiative Transfer Equation
The discrete form of (12) using the layer notation in Fig. 3

of [7] is

I (ν,x(ε)) =
t

∑
i=1

∆BiTi +
2N
∑

i=2N−t+1
∆BiTi (13)

where ε is the refracted pointing angle of the LOS ray trace,
t is the tangent level, i = 1 is the path point nearest to MLS,
and ∆Bi is the differential source function given by

∆Bi =
Bi+1 −Bi−1

2 , (14)

with special cases for the top of the atmosphere and the tangent
level,

∆B1 =
B1 +B2

2 ,

∆Bt =
B2N−t+1 −Bt−1

2 ,

∆B2N−t+1 =
B2N−t+2 −Bt

2 ,

and
∆B2N = Io −

B2N−1 +B2N
2 . (15)

Io (= I (ν,x(0))) is the background cosmic radiance incident
on the atmosphere, B is the Planck radiation function expressed
in temperature units [28]

Bi =
hν

k
[

exp
(

hν
kTi

)

−1
] , (16)

h is Planck’s constant, k is Boltzmann’s constant, ν is the
radiation frequency and Ti is temperature at the ith level. Ti
is the transmissivity from the ith level to the EOS MLS given
by

T1 = 1,

for 1 < i ≤ t

Ti = exp
(

−
i

∑
j=2

∆δ j→ j−1

)

,

for i = 2N − t +1,
T2N−t+1 = ϒTt ,

for i > 2N − t +1,

Ti = T2N−t+1 exp
(

−
i

∑
j=2N−t+2

∆δ j−1→ j

)

, (17)

where ∆δ j→ j−1 is the incremental opacity between levels j
and j − 1, and ϒ is the Earth surface reflectivity. The limits
for the incremental opacity integral are reversed for i > t to
keep the lower limit closest to the tangent surface. The Earth
reflectivity is 1 for all limb tangents above the Earth surface.
In limb viewing, the atmosphere is usually not transmissive
enough to see the surface. We use ϒ = 0.05 and set the
reflection boundary occurring at the reference geopotential.
Variations in ϒ and surface topography are not considered.
This simplification may cause errors over high mountains or
where the atmosphere is very dry over Antarctica. Radiance
data collected thus far does reveal computational errors of
several 10s of K for limb tangents greater than 700 hPa over
Antarctica having an elevation greater than 3 km. Evidence of
computational errors caused by this approximation over high
mountains such as the Tibetan Plateau is inconclusive. The
atmosphere over these mountains is considerably moister than
over Antarctica and often cloudy limiting the penetration depth
of MLS.

The incremental opacity is given by

∆δi→i−1 =
NS
∑
k=1

∆δk
i→i−1, (18)

where k is a molecule and NS is the total number of molecules
considered. The species incremental opacity integral is

∆δk
i→i−1 =

∆srefr
i→i−1

∆si→i−1

Z ζi−1

ζi
fk (ζ,φ(ζ))βk ds

dh
∂h
∂ζ

dζ (19)

where fk is either from (3) or (4) and βk is the cross section for
the kth molecule. ζ is the LOS path coordinate; it establishes
h and φ as described in section IV. Refraction causes a path-
lengthening effect relative to the unrefracted path lengths used
here. This is compensated for by scaling the opacity integral by
the ratio of the unrefracted path length to the refracted one.
Numerical experiments have shown this to be a satisfactory
approximation (< 0.01 K). The path length ratio is given by

∆srefr
i→i−1

∆si→i−1
=

Z ζi−1

ζi

N R
√

N 2R2 −N 2
t R2

t

∂h
∂ζ

dζ/

Z ζi−1

ζi

ds
dh

∂h
∂ζ

dζ,

(20)
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where N is the refractive index,

N = 1+
0.0000776
T (ζ,φ)10ζ

(

1+4810 fH2O (ζ,φ)

T (ζ,φ)

)

. (21)

The integrals in (19) are solved semi-adaptively using
either a 3-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature with singular value
elimination or with a rectangular quadrature as described in
[8].

B. Discrete Radiative Transfer Jacobians
The Jacobian of (13) is

∂I (ν,x(ε))
∂x j

=
t

∑
i=1

Q iTi +
2N
∑

i=2N−t+1
Q iTi (22)

where x j is an element in state vector (x). and

Q i =
∂∆Bi
∂x j

−∆BiWi, (23)

where Wi is the transmittance derivative given by

W1 = 0,

for i ≤ t,
Wi = Wi−1 +

∂∆δi→i−1
∂x j

,

for i = 2N − t +1,

W2N−t+1 = Wt ,

for i > 2N − t +1,

Wi = Wi−1 +
∂∆δi−1→i

∂x j
, (24)

where ∂∆δi→i−1/∂x j is the layer opacity Jacobian with respect
to state vector element x j.

C. Opacity and Source Function Jacobians
The radiative transfer Jacobian in (22) is a function of the

opacity Jacobian and the differential source function Jacobian.
We now consider Jacobians for species mixing ratio, temper-
ature, and cross section terms separately

1) Mixing ratio: The source function Jacobian with respect
to mixing ratio is zero. The opacity Jacobian with respect to
mixing ratio for the linear basis is

∂∆δk
i→i−1

∂ f k
lmn

=
∆srefr

i→i−1
∆si→i−1

Z ζi−1

ζi
ηk

l (ζ)ηk
m (φ(ζ))

× βk ds
dh

∂h
∂ζ

dζ. (25)

The opacity Jacobian with respect to mixing ratio for the
logarithmic basis is

∂∆δk
i→i−1

∂ f k
lmn

=
∆srefr

i→i−1
∆si→i−1

Z ζi−1

ζi

ηk
l (ζ)ηk

m (φ(ζ))

f k
lmn

× fk (ζ,φ(ζ))βk ds
dh

∂h
∂ζ

dζ. (26)

The logarithmic representation requires f k
lmn > 0.

2) Temperature: The Jacobian for temperature must include
its effect on absorption, pathlength between pressure grid
points on the LOS and the source function. The change in
the ratio of the refracted to unrefracted path lengths due to
temperature is ignored. Substituting ds/dh = R/

√

R2 −R2
t into

(19) and differentiating with respect to f T
lmn gives [8]

∂∆δk
i→i−1

∂ f T
lmn

≈
∆srefr

i→i−1
∆si→i−1

Z ζi−1

ζi
dζ

×
{

fk ∂βk

∂T
ηT

l (ζ)ηT
m (φ(ζ))

T
ds
dh

∂h
∂ζ

+ fkβk
2R2 ∂R

∂ f T
lm
−3R2

t
∂R

∂ f T
lm

+RRt
∂Rt
∂ f T

lm
(

R2 −R2
t
) 3

2

∂h
∂ζ

+ fkβk ηT
l (ζ)ηT

m (φ(ζ))

T
ds
dh

∂h
∂ζ

}

. (27)

The first term in (27) is the temperature sensitivity of the
cross section and the second two terms are the temperature
sensitivity to the path length between pressures.

The source function Jacobian d∆Bi/dTlm for temperature is

d∆Bi
dTlm

=

dBi+1
dTlm

− dBi−1
dTlm

2 ,

where,

dBi
dTlm

=
B2

i exp
{

hν
kTi

}

T 2
i

ηT
l (ζi)ηT

m (φ(ζi)) . (28)

3) Cross section Jacobians: The cross section Jacobians
pertain to those state vector components (except temperature)
that affect the species cross section. These include spec-
troscopic parameters such as the broadening parameter, the
line broadening temperature dependence, and line position.
Radiance sensitivities to β are given by

∂∆δk
i→i−1

∂x j
=

∆srefr
i→i−1

∆si→i−1

Z ζi−1

ζi
fk ∂βk

∂x j

ds
dh

∂h
∂ζ

dζ. (29)

VII. CHANNEL RADIANCE

The EOS MLS channels measure radiation averaged over a
finite spectral bandwidth. The methodology for computing the
spectral integral in (1) is described here.

A. Filter Bank Channels
The upper sideband radiance for each channel and tangent

height is

Iu,R,c (x(ε)) =

R ∞
νlo,R

I (ν,x(ε))ΦR,c (ν)dν
R ∞

νlo,R
ΦR,c (ν)dν

(30)

There is a similar equation for the lower sideband (see
(1)). The radiances I (ν,x(ε)) are evaluated on an optimized
frequency quadrature (“Frequency grids” in Fig. 2) that has a
higher density of points where the spectral radiance gradient
is greater. Each tangent pressure has its own quadrature
to accommodate different linewidths. The channel spectral
response, ΦR,c (ν), is a described on a fine frequency grid
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(“Channel shape data” in Fig. 2). The computed radiances
on the optimized quadrature are interpolated to this grid and
(30) is evaluated with a trapezoid rule. The channel radiance
Jacobians are evaluated similarly.

B. DACS
Digital autocorrelator spectrometers (DACS) resolve

narrow-line, Doppler-broadened emission from the
mesosphere and lower thermosphere with 129 channels
equally spaced across 12.5 MHz. Since all the DACS
channels have identical filter shapes it is more efficient to use
the Fourier transform convolution theorem to evaluate (30).
The details are given in [29].

VIII. ANTENNA RADIANCE

Next we compute antenna radiances from the channel radi-
ances. The angular integration in (1) is [30]

Is,R,c (x(εt ,αt)) = Tr
Z

αA

Z

εA
Is,R,c (x(ε,α))

×Gs,R,c (εt − ε,αt −α)cosεdεdα

/Tr
Z

αA

Z

εA
Gs,R,c (εt − ε,αt −α)cosεdεdα,

(31)

where Gs,R,c (εt − ε,αt −α) is the polarized far field antenna
pattern, Tr is the trace of a matrix, Is,R,c (x(ε,α)), the channel
averaged radiance in coherency matrix format [31], angles ε
and α are elevation (vertical) and azimuth (cross-track) angular
components of solid angle, Ω, and αA and εA are a portion
of the total solid angle Ω for which Gs,R,c (εt − ε,αt −α) has
been measured. For unpolarized radiation, Is,R,c (x(ε,α)) is
diagonal and the Tr Gs,R,c (εt − ε,αt −α) is the sum of the
co- and cross-polarized antenna gain patterns. Equation (31) is
simplified further by collapsing it to a one dimensional integral
given by

Is,R,c (x(εt)) =
Z ∞

−∞
Is,R,c (x(ε))Gs,R,c (εt − ε)dε, (32)

where Is,R,c (x(ε)) is the channel averaged radiance (Section
VII), Gs,R,c (εt − ε) is Tr Gs,R,c (εt − ε,αt −α) collapsed into
the LOSF scan dimension and normalized to unit area, and
εt is the refracted pointing angle in the LOSF (Fig. 3). The
refracted pointing angle is

sinεt = N t
Rt
Rs

, (33)

Where Rs and Rt are the spacecraft and LOS tangent height
distance to the center of the Earth, respectively. Approximating
sin(εt − ε) ≈ εt − ε, allows evaluation of (32) with Fourier
transforms.

F t (Is,R,c (x(εt))) = F t (Is,R,c (x(ε)))×F t
(

Gs,R,c (ε− εt)
)

,
(34)

where F t is the Fourier transform.
The antenna radiance Jacobian considers the sensitivity of

the antenna radiance to a state vector element at a fixed tangent
pressure. Therefore the antenna radiance Jacobian will include
the impact of how the state vector element may change the

antenna’s half power beam width (HPBW) in tangent pressure
coordinates. The antenna radiance Jacobian is given by

∂Is,R,c (x(εt))

∂x j
=

Z ∞

−∞

[

∂I
∂x j

+ I ∂
∂ε

(

∂ε
∂x j

)]

Gs,R,c (εt − ε)dε

+
∂εt
∂x j

Z ∞

−∞
I dGs,R,c (εt − ε)

d(εt − ε)
dε

−
Z ∞

−∞
I ∂ε

∂x j

dGs,R,c (εt − ε)
d(εt − ε)

dε, (35)

where x j is a state vector element and I ≡ Is,R,c (x(εt)). Molec-
ular concentrations have no effect on tangent pressure causing
∂ε/∂x j = 0, simplifying (35) considerably. The HPBW in
tangent pressure is dependent on the limb tangent temperature
profile and the angular derivatives with respect to temperature
in (35) are given by [8]

∂ε
∂ f T

lm
=

tanε
Rt

∂Rt
∂ f T

lm
,

∂
∂ε

(

∂ε
∂ f T

lm

)

=
2+ tan2 ε

Rt

∂Rt
∂ f T

lm
+

ηT
l ηT

m
Tt

, (36)

where Tt is temperature at the limb tangent. Contributions
from ∂N t/∂T have been neglected. Expanded forms including
∂N t/∂T are in [8], but numerical experiments show that
these contributions can be ignored. The antenna gain Jaco-
bian, dGs,R,c (εt − ε)/d(εt − ε) is evaluated using the Fourier
transform derivative property

F t
(

dGs,R,c (ε− εt)

dε− εt

)

= iqF t
(

Gs,R,c (ε− εt)
)

(37)

where q is the aperture coordinate measured in number of
wavelengths and i =

√
−1.

IX. COMBINE SIDEBANDS

The antenna radiances for the upper and lower sidebands
are summed according to

IR,c (x(εt)) = ru,R,cIu,R,c (x(εt))

+ rl,R,cIl,R,c (x(εt))
(38)

X. SCAN MOTION RADIANCES

The EOS MLS continuous motion scan adds vertical
smoothing through the time integral in (1). In the absence
of jitter (unwanted deviations from uniform linear motion),
the scan motion behaves like an additional broadening of
the antenna HPBW. However the F t algorithm described in
section VIII cannot be used because the amount of vertical
smearing varies with height. Since the effect is smaller than
the antenna HPBW (except for the THz scan through the
troposphere whose measurements are not used in Level 2
processing), we chose to neglect it in v1.51, but is considered
in subsequent versions. In the absence of jitter the error is
proportional to second derivative in radiance or typically less
than 0.15K (Some exceptions are noted in [8]).
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Post launch analysis of the GHz scan encoder data [17] has
revealed that there is ∼8 arcsec jitter peak-to-peak. Because of
this jitter, radiance calculation errors could be as high as 0.7K
where the vertical gradient in the radiance growth is greatest.
The impact of this jitter is estimated to be minor for upper
tropospheric species CO and O3, retrieved on 6 levels per
decade change in pressure. For these molecules the estimated
uncertainty from Level 2 should increase by 10%.

XI. ADD BASELINE

The final operation is adding BLR,t to the result from
section X. Baseline is a spectrally flat additive quantity that
empirically accounts for unmodeled instrument artifacts such
as errors in evaluating the (Ibl)R,c term. Although such errors
are not expected to be scan dependent, experience from both
UARS and EOS MLS experiments have shown that retrieved
BLR,t has vertical structure possibly suggesting an atmospheric
component or a temporal/scan dependent instrumental effect.
Baseline is added to the scan motion radiance result given in
(1). The instrument radiance calculation is complete.

XII. SCAN RESIDUAL MODEL

The encoder on the antenna pointing mechanism provides
the limb FOV pointing angle for each 1/6 second radiance
integration period. It is straightforward to derive the limb
tangent height from the antenna FOV pointing angles. The suc-
cessive differences between these heights when combined with
the limb tangent pressure—retrievable from the radiances—
are used to estimate the temperature between the scan mea-
surements. Over altitude regions where there are no direct
radiance measurement of pressure, the scan measurements
are used to infer the tangent pressure using a temperature
profile from other data. Optimal estimation is used to combine
the information supplied by the radiances, the scan height
measurements, and other auxiliary data [4]. Only the scan
model algorithm is given here.

The model for fitting the Level 1 GHz and THz pointing
tangent heights (Section II, B) is

~0 =
[

Ur
(

~Rt
)

−∆Ur
(

~ζt
)

−Ur (Rref)
]

/g, (39)

where ~0 is the scan residual, Ur
(

~Rt
)

is the geopotential [8]

of ~Rt , ∆Ur
(

~ζt
)

is the geopotential difference of the tangent
pressure relative to 100 hPa, Zrefgeopot is the geopotential
height of 100 hPa, Ur (Rref) and Rref are the geopotential and
geometric height of Zrefgeopot, and g = 9.80665 ms−2, The
refracted GHz or THz pointing tangent height, ~Rt , is

~Rt =
~Rgeom
~N t

, (40)

where ~Rgeom is the Level 1 GHz or THz pointing tangent
height. The scan residual has units of meters with an uncer-
tainty equal to the root sum square of the covariances of all the
quantities used to compute tangent height. The model for the
Level 1 pointing heights is cast into a residual (a measurement
defined as 0 m for each scan measurement) so as to get all

the state vector dependent quantities on the right hand side
of (39). The uncertainty of the residual is that of the Level 1
pointing tangent heights.

The geopotential difference of the tangent pressure relative
to 100 hPa is the second term in the denominator of (5),

∆U
(

~ζt
)

= k ln10
NHT

∑
l

NPT

∑
m

(

f T
lmηT

m

(

~φt
)

Pl
(

~ζt
))

. (41)

The reference geopotential is computed from the reference
geometric height, which relates to the reference geopotential
height, Zrefgeopot, according to

Rref =

g⊕
(

?

R⊕
)2

g⊕
?

R⊕ −gZrefgeopot

−
?

R⊕ +R⊕, (42)

where g⊕ is the gravitational acceleration at the Earth surface,
R⊕ is the Earth radius, Zrefgeopot = ∑NHT

m f refgeopot
m ηT

m

(

~φt
)

,
and f refgeopot

m are the reference geopotential heights on the
temperature measurement track angles.

Formulas for the Jacobians of the scan residual with re-
spect to the limb tangent pressure, temperature and reference
geopotential are

∂~0
∂~ζt

= k ln10
NHT

∑
l

NPT

∑
m

f T
lmηT

m

(

~φt
)

ηT
l

(

~ζt
)

/
[

gM
(

~ζt
)]

+
dUr

d~Rt

~Rt

g ~N t

[

(

~N t −1
)

(

ln10+
dln~Tt

d~ζt

)

+
0.3733~fH2O

t
~Tt 10~ζt

(

dln~fH2O
t

d~ζt
−

dln~Tt

d~ζt

)]

, (43)

∂~0
∂ f T

lm
=

k ln10
g

ηT
m

(

~φt
)

ηT
l

(

~ζt
)

+
dUr

d~Rt

~Rt

(

~N t −1+
0.3733~fH2O

t
~Tt

210~ζt

)

g~Tt ~N t
ηT

l

(

~ζt
)

ηT
m

(

~φt
)

,

(44)

∂~0
∂ f refgeopot

m
=

dUr
dRref

ηT
m

(

~φt
) Rref −R⊕+

?

R⊕

g⊕
?

R⊕ −g∑NHT
m f refgeopot

m ηT
m

(

~φt
)

.

(45)

The tangent pressure Jacobian is a sum of two contributions.
The first term is a hydrostatic contribution and the second
two terms are an index of refraction contribution. When Rt <
R⊕, the second two terms are zero. Water vapor Jacobians are
ignored in the scan residual model.

XIII. LEVEL 2 PROCESSING COEFFICIENTS FILE

The EOS MLS forward model does not run quickly enough
to permit its usage for all the EOS MLS channels used in
Level 2 processing. Many of the EOS MLS channels target
weak emitters (e.g. BrO, and ClO) whose radiances scale
linearly with concentration. For these situations, the forward
model can be replaced with a first order Taylor series where
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the radiances and Jacobians are calculated off-line with the
EOS MLS forward model. The Level 2 Processing Coefficients
(L2PC) file contains the first order Taylor series coefficients
of (1) given by

•
I −Ibl =

?
I +∑

j

∂
?
I

∂x j

(

x j−
?x j
)

, (46)

where x j is a state vector element, ?x j is a linearization state
vector element and

?
I is the calculated radiance (sections II–

IX) at the linearization state vector. The state vector contains
species and temperature profiles. In future versions of the
forward model, spectroscopic parameters (position and line-
shape), will be added to the state vector. Currently, the L2PC
calculation includes radiances and Jacobians for profiles from
5 adjacent LOS angles with the tangent LOS tangent angle co-
aligned with the center basis φ. Radiances are computed for
76 tangent pressures between 103 and 10−5 hPa. Estimated
model radiances are evaluated using (46) at all the tangent
pressures in the L2PC state vector. The resulting radiances
are interpolated to the measured tangent pressures with cubic
splines. Jacobians for the retrieval are interpolated to the
measured tangent pressures with linear interpolation.

XIV. INTERPRETING BASIS COEFFICIENTS

A feature of the EOS MLS forward model is that it
runs at the “resolution” of the retrieved representations. The
piecewise-linear functionality of the representations is fully
embedded throughout the entire forward model calculation.
The benefits of this approach are it minimizes the number of
Jacobians to compute and there are no transformation errors
introduced by converting coarsely gridded representation func-
tions into finely gridded layer means. It should be appreciated
that the piecewise-linear representation is an approximation
to the true atmosphere. The averaging kernel widely used in
retrieval theory [32] will not capture the full extent of the
smoothing because it is calculated at the resolution of the
retrieval representation with this forward model. Therefore an
additional smoothing component from the forward model is
required. Consider a linearized forward model represented by

I =
?
I +
(

f−
?
f η
)

H, (47)

where H = ∂
?
I /∂f is the radiance Jacobian in the limit of infi-

nite resolution, the same as the true atmosphere f, η is a matrix
containing the representation basis function values described
in Section III, and

?
f is the linearization representation at the

retrieval resolution. The retrieval Jacobian used for computing
the averaging kernel is

?
K= Hη. It is required that the forward

model responds linearly to fine structure fluctuations of f that
are not captured by the representation basis resolution. If the
forward model has no errors apart from those introduced by
the limited resolution of the representations, the atmospheric
radiances are related to the modeled radiances according to

I−
?
I=
(

f−
?
f η
)

H ≈
(

f̂−
?
f
)

ηH (48)

where f̂ is the forward model’s approximation of the true
atmosphere. The right hand side having fewer degrees of
freedom can only be an approximate solution. The

?
f ηH is

common to both sides and can be dropped out leaving

fH ≈ f̂ηH (49)

Over that portion of representation coefficients of f̂ where
(HHt)−1 is invertible it is easy to show that

f̂ = fηt (ηηt)−1 (50)

minimizes the sum of squared differences between the model
and true radiances. The forward model smoothing effect is a
least squares fit of the coarsely gridded representation to the
true representation given by ηt (ηηt)

−1. The full averaging
kernel is the product of the retrieval averaging kernel which
accounts for the degradation of resolution caused by random
errors associated with the measurements and forward model,
and the least squares matrix which describes the smoothing
effect caused by finite sampling.

XV. FORWARD MODEL COMPARISONS AND EXAMPLES OF
MEASURED AND FITTED SPECTRA

Ensuring the accurate implementation of the EOS MLS
forward model algorithm into computer code is done through
intercomparison. At JPL, we independently coded the EOS
MLS forward model algorithm in FORTRAN-90 and Inter-
active Data Language (IDL) computer languages. The IDL
forward model includes a few more approximations than
the FORTRAN-90 forward model. The MLS team at the
University of Edinburgh also has its own forward model which
is used for comparisons and quality checking. The Edinburgh
model is a 1-D radiative transfer model having an independent
spectroscopy interface with its own line selection method.
The Edinburgh model uses the same instrument response
functions. Detailed comparisons are performed periodically.
The FORTRAN-90 and IDL codes compare very favorably,
within a few tenths of 1 K in the stratosphere increasing to 3–
4 K in the upper troposphere. These differences are consistent
with the unrefracted path segment approximation (neglecting
20) in the IDL model. Comparisons of a 1-D run of the EOS
MLS forward model with the Edinburgh model show good
agreement (a few tenths) in the stratosphere and mesosphere.
Agreement degrades to a few K in the troposphere. The cause
of this is likely due to differences in the line selection and con-
tinuum spectroscopy used. The Jacobian calculation is checked
by intercomparing results between the IDL and FORTRAN-90
models and comparing both to Jacobians calculated using finite
differences. The finite difference computation of Jacobians is
accomplished by perturbing each state vector element one at a
time and dividing the change in radiance by the perturbation—
a capability of the Level 2 software [4]. In all instances, the
agreement is excellent ensuring that the algorithm and coding
have been successful.

Fig. 4 shows 6 examples of signals measured by EOS MLS.
Each spectrum is an average of one day’s (3495) spectra from a
selected 1

6 second measurement whose FOV direction points
approximately at the tangent height indicated. The retrieval
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uses a subset of good measured radiances. The reasons for this
are: 1) to avoid correlated noise in the measurements, the Level
2 processing only uses non spectrally overlapping channels,
2) due to computer processing limitations, some non-linear
channels that are time consuming to evaluate are omitted, 3)
some channels that are modeled with L2PC files are omitted
when their radiances become non linear, and 4) some channels
where there is evidence that the EOS MLS is affected by RF
interference.

The radiance residuals show that the measurements are
being fit to about 1% of the signal except for band 19 which
is closer to 10%, but they also show spectral features larger
than the noise. The cause of the differences could be due
to many factors such as spectroscopic errors, instrument cali-
bration/characterization errors, or retrieval performance errors.
Further discussion of these issues is beyond the scope of this
paper but understanding them is actively being investigated by
the MLS team. It is worth noting that Bands 6 and 27 in R2
and Band 12 in R4 use the L2PC linear model described in
Section XIII. Bands 13, 14, 30, and 31 in R4 target HCl, O3,
HO2, and BrO. The lines of HO2 and BrO are too small to
see on the scale of this figure, but are shown in Fig. 15 of [2].

XVI. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

The EOS MLS instrument radiance and scan model algo-
rithms including the analytic calculation of Jacobians have
been presented. Table II summarizes the approximations made
by the instrument radiance model.

Forward model improvements are underway. Approxima-
tions associated with refraction on the horizontal evaluation
of profiles are being replaced with more exact calculations. A
better handling of the continuous scan is under development.
Updates for molecular line data are being made to the JPL
catalog and new line width parameters measurements are being
added to the EOS MLS catalog. The EOS MLS catalog will
be regenerated with weaker line selection thresholds. This will
improve the modeling of weaker signals. The additional lines
will slow the forward model calculation significantly. This
issue is being addressed by adding a Pre-Frequency Averag-
ing (PFA) approximation. PFA uses channel averaged cross
section tables and simplifies or eliminates the filter quadrature
calculation. PFA was successfully used for all the weak signal
bands in UARS MLS [8]. The PFA implementation for EOS
MLS has a mixed mode capability which permits the rapid
calculation of weak signals in the presence of strong ones
accurately (e.g. HNO3 on the strong wing of O3).
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF FORWARD MODEL APPROXIMATIONS

Approximation Section Purpose Impact

Representation basis functions. III A1 T2

PSIG driven quadrature. IV A T

Hydrostatic balance. IV N3 · · · 4

Co-alignment of orbital and LOSF
planes. IV N · · ·

Equivalent circular Earth. [8] A < 0.01K

Neglect refraction in LOS φt IV O5 · · ·

Neglect refraction on path φ IV A · · ·

Minimum ζt and ht are coincident. [8] N · · ·
Summed line × line Van Vleck Huber
Voigt lineshape. V D6 · · ·

Estimated values for some spectroscopic
parameters. [8] N · · ·

Line selection thresholds V A T

Refractive path length scaling VI A < 0.01K
LOS rays reflect off the reference
geopotential surface ignoring surface to-
pography.

VI D · · ·

Separate frequency and spatial integra-
tions VII A NEG7

Neglect 2nd IF image sideband in DACS
spectral integration [8] A · · ·

Neglect radiance cross track gradients in
FOV. VIII N · · ·

Antenna pattern elevation axis is in the
LOSF plane [8] A NEG

Antenna pattern is scan independent [8] A < 0.5K

FFT approximation to antenna radiance VIII A NEG
Empirical geocentric satellite height for
the equivalent circular Earth. [8] A NEG

Neglect difference between scanned φt
and instantaneously observed FOV φt

[8] A · · ·

L2PC linear radiance model XIII A · · ·
1 A is an approximation that helps simplify a calculation or improves an

interface to the retrieval program.
2 T is a tunable approximation
3 N is a necessary approximation due to incomplete knowledge
4 · · · is an unknown error that is zero under certain conditions. For example,

neglecting refraction in the calculation of φ or φt only has error for a
horizontally inhomogeneous atmosphere.

5 O is an approximation caused by an oversight during the software
development that will be corrected in future versions.

6 D is discretionary choice. For example detailed models describing reflec-
tivities over various surface types with consideration of varying topogra-
phies have not been investigated at this time. Hence a simple surface
reflectivity model is used as a placeholder for more sophisticated models
to be added in future versions.

7 NEG is an unquantified uncertainty that can be shown to have much less
impact than the uncertainty associated with its instrumental parameter.
For example, the error introduced by separating the frequency and spatial
integrations neglects in the worst case, a 0.4% HPBW change across a
500 MHz wide filter at 118 GHz which is small compared to the few
percent uncertainty in the measured HPBW [17] and [18].
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Fig. 4. Examples of radiance spectra measured by the EOS MLS radiometers in 6 spectral regions as indicated. The upper plot shows the measured spectrum
which is a daily average of measurements on 29 June 2005 for a single integration period that points approximately to the height shown. The lower plot
shows the daily average of the difference spectrum, or residual, between measured and calculated radiances using the retrieved state vector. Each EOS MLS
channel is represented by a + whose horizontal width indicates its spectral bandwidth and the height of the vertical bar is the precision of the average, which
is the individual measurement precision reduced by the square root of the number of samples averaged. The excessive averaging makes the precision bar for
many channels smaller than the thickness of the channel bandwidth line. A line joining the channel centers is overlaid on each measured spectra. See text for
an explanation of the missing channels in the residual spectrum.
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